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Most people with AS continue to
drive
With the appropriate adaptations and
driving techniques, even someone with a
completely fused neck can drive safely.

The DVLA might typically consider that
AS was affecting your safe driving if you
need adaptations to your car to be able
to drive safely such as extra mirrors, or if
you felt you could only safely drive a car
with automatic transmission.

AS and driving safety

Step 1

You may well find an increase in pain
and stiffness during prolonged periods
of driving. So, on long journeys it is
important to make frequent stops to
stretch. Use a small cushion behind your
back to help maintain a good position.
Make sure your vehicle is fitted with
correctly adjusted head-restraints as even
a relatively small impact can be serious
for people with neck problems.

AS and the DVLA
The law requires you to tell the Driver
and Vehicle Licensing Agency (DVLA)
about any condition that may affect
your ability to drive safely.
The advice given by the DVLA
about AS is that:

• If your AS does not affect your safe
driving you do not need to tell the
DVLA about your AS
• If your AS affects your safe driving
you will need to tell the DVLA
• If you are unsure whether your
AS affects your safe driving you
will need to check with your GP
or rheumatologist who will be able to
advise you

Once you have decided that you should
inform the DVLA about your AS you will
need to download form G1 from the
DVLA website or pick up a form from
your local post office. If you have a bus,
coach or lorry licence you will need to
fill in form GV1.
You will be asked to give your
permission for a medical advisor from
the DVLA to ask for medical information
from your doctor if needed.
Step 2

If possible, a decision on the information
you have provided will be made. If more
information is needed, a medical advisor
may:
• Contact your doctor or consultant
• A
 rrange for you to be examined by a
local medical officer or specialist
• A
 sk you to take a driving assessment,
eye test or driving test

Step 3

Once the medical advisor has all
the information he or she needs, a
decision will be made using the medical
standards of fitness to drive to help with
the decision.
• Y
 ou may be able to keep your licence
or get a new one
• Y
 ou may be given a driving licence for
a period of one, two or three years if
the medical advisor decides that your
medical fitness needs to be reviewed
in the future
• You may need to adapt your vehicle
• Y
 ou may need to stop driving and
give up your licence

Help with safe driving from the
Forum of Mobility Centres
The Forum of Mobility Centres are a
network of independent organisations
who offer professional, high quality
information, advice and assessment
to people with any medical condition
which might cause issues with safe
driving.
You can be referred for an assessment
by the DVLA or you can call your local
centre to make an appointment for an
assessment. Do bear in mind that if
you are referred by the DVLA you will
not be charged but if you contact them
independently there is a charge.
For people with AS, the mobility centres
might offer advice on fitting additional
mirrors, driving an automatic rather
than a manual and devices to help with
getting in and out of cars. The aim of
the mobility centres are to give help and
advice on driving safely NOT to stop
people driving.
The Forum of Mobility Centres has some
great advice on their website on the
vehicle adaptations available, including
information on additional mirrors.

Motability
The Motability Scheme can help
people lease a car by exchanging their
government funded mobility allowance.
Even if you do not drive yourself, you
can apply for a car as a passenger
and propose two other people as your
drivers.
Through the contract hire scheme
you can lease a new car supplied by a
Motability accredited dealer for at least
three years. Insurance, routine servicing
and breakdown assistance are included.
You may need to pay for the fitting and
removal of any adaptations.

You can apply if you have 12 months or
more of your Disability Living Allowance
(DLA) or Personal Independence
Payment (PIP) award remaining. If your
award is not renewed during the full
length of your chosen scheme, your car
will need to be returned.
At the end of the period, the car is
returned to Motability Operations who
operate the car schemes under contract
to Motability.

The Blue Badge Scheme
The Blue Badge Scheme allows people
with severe mobility problems who have
difficulty using public transport to park
for free. This means badge holders can
park close to where they need to go.
The scheme operates throughout the
UK.

You may also be eligible for a badge if
you are over two years old and either:

You are automatically eligible to apply
for a badge if you are over two years old
and either:

• D
 rive a motor vehicle regularly, have a
severe disability in both arms, and are
unable to operate all or some types of
parking meter (or would find it very
difficult to operate them).

• H
 ave a permanent and substantial
disability which means you cannot
walk, or which makes walking very
difficult.

• R
 eceive the higher rate of the mobility
component of DLA or have 8 points
or more on the ‘moving around’
criteria of PIP

Your local council is responsible for
issuing Blue Badge parking permits so
contact them for more information.

• Are registered blind
• R
 eceive a War Pensioner’s Mobility
Supplement.

Useful websites
Gov.uk driving information

www.gov.uk/browse/driving

DVLA	www.gov.uk/government/organisations/
driver-and-vehicle-licensing-agency
Disability Driving Instructors

www.disabilitydrivinginstructors.com

Disabled Motoring UK

www.disabledmotoring.org/dmuk/home

Disabled Motorists Federation

www.disabledmotoristsfederation.org.uk
www.dft.gov.uk/dvla

Forum of Mobility Centres

www.mobility-centres.org.uk

Motability

www.motability.co.uk
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